
two day workshop in english

on Saturday and Sunday Nov 11th and 12th 2017

Ria Verlinden (°1951)
Coach, psychotherapist, trainer and supervisor.  

Her base is in gestalt therapy and systemic  

work. She’s the founder of The7thC and works  

in Belgium, The Netherlands, Czech Republic  

and South-Africa.

the7thC.be

Constellations  

Bart De Coninck (°1963)
His professional roots lay in medicine,  

psychotherapy, systemic work and 

reconstructive work. He’s the founder  

of Aguila, trainer, teacher and the director  

of Reconstructive School Belgium. 

aguila.be
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The perception that we developed as children in order to survive is not inclusive. This means that it separates 

us from the real world, and creates illusions. As adults we tend to maintain this way of mirroring ourselves and 

the world, despite efforts to grow. This makes us less solid and grounded then necessary. 

We know that we need to expand our safety boundaries in order to pursue happiness. The biggest challenge 

we face is to deconstruct our survival mode in order to understand more about who we really are.

 How can I change the soft walls that I have built?                                                                                                       

 How can I protect my inner child which lives within these walls, after I decided to tear them down?    

Bert Hellinger developed systemic work (constellation work). Carola Castillo took his work further on 

and created reconstructive work. Both give deeper insight behind our ‘façade’ (mask) to see underlying truth. 

Sometimes painful, sometimes surprising, mostly freeing and clarifying. 

Ria and Bart will guide you through these two days with focus on:

 • Constellations - both in the big group and in small groups, combining systemic 

                            and reconstructive knowledge and methods

   • Deeper self

   • Acknowledgment of what needs to be seen

 • Development of inner strength 

In the complexity of work- and other relations, we benefi t from investing in the gap between intellect and 
deeper development. In our survival mode the brain is regarded as superior and the heart and soul are left 

behind, until we are willing to nourish that all important connection. The strength out of this process is 

different and richer than ‘the power of knowing’. 

Two day workshop in English: 

Saturday 11th of November 2017  (10.00 - 18.00)   

Sunday 12th of November 2017  (10.00 - 18.00)

For whom:

For people with an open heart and mind who want to learn

Location:

Het Midden – Westmalle – Belgium – www.hetmidden.be

Price for two days (not residential):

€ 320,00  (coffee, tea, water and two meals included)
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